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Competition Policy and the Future of Health Care Markets
William M. Sage1
Summary: Recent experiences with higher prices from hospital consolidation have induced
antitrust enforcement agencies to defend per-service bargaining models between health care
providers and health insurers. These practices, however, reflect a quiescent period for innovation
in health care delivery, spanning roughly from 1997 to 2010, and are generally considered by
health policy experts to have failed consumers. Health care markets are now on the cusp of
major changes made necessary by persistently rising health care expenditures, limits on
government’s long-term fiscal capacity, poor population health, and the recognition that
established patterns of financing and delivery have wasted money and shortchanged quality and
safety. Change is being accelerated by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010,
but is not dependent on that law alone.
The legal evaluation of consumer harm from industry restructuring should be forwardlooking, particularly in heavily regulated sectors such as health care where current market
conditions do not reflect a private competitive equilibrium. To facilitate change, antitrust law
must develop analytics that anticipate and facilitate competitive processes in health care,
including a more effective framework for analyzing regulatory influences on market structure,
conduct, and performance. Because an optimal approach to competitive oversight in US health
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care would consciously identify and promote specific dimensions and dynamics of competition
that have been less than vigorous in the past, rather than assuming that markets will generate
their own competitive priorities, this would be a radical departure from existing practice.

Note to Readers: The goal of this project, which is supported by a grant from The Commonwealth
Fund, is to help guide the application of antitrust law to the health care industry as it restructures in
response to existing pressures on its financial model and to the initial requirements and likely future
direction of federal health care reform. The project will generate a health policy article and a law
review article sharpening the legal and regulatory analysis of health care competition in the context

of health care reform and helping to develop a new framework for competition policy as health
care markets consolidate and change. The health policy article has been submitted to a peer
review journal and cannot be circulated for comment. This is an early draft of the law review
article. Part I of the draft is relatively well developed, Part II is sketched out but not fully developed,
and Part III is still in outline form.

I.

INTRODUCTION
In the last iteration of attempted federal reform in the early 1990s, the Clinton

administration’s abortive Health Security Act, rapid private marketplace restructuring followed
legislative failure but was not tethered to government regulatory or payment policy. Federal
antitrust authorities acted in good faith to facilitate market change consistent with legal norms,
but discovered as the decade progressed that a public and political backlash against
unconstrained managed care and concurrent nostalgia for traditional medical professions and
institutions caused several courts to stray from established analytic principles and favor
defendants, with predictable effects on the conduct of market participants and the level of
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enthusiasm for additional enforcement. Subsequent empirical studies confirmed that consumer
welfare generally had not been improved by the market consolidation and integration that
occurred during this period of legal forbearance.2
Today, following the successful (though still highly controversial) adoption of sweeping
federal health reform in the Obama administration’s Affordable Care Act, policymakers face
critical decisions about the focus and intensity of future federal antitrust enforcement activities.
The intent of this article is to outline a competition policy for American health care that is
consistent with generally applicable antitrust law but that works together with regulatory reform
to improve market outcomes for health care consumers. This policy must be more than a
political and legal settlement between “collectivist” and “free-market” ideologies for control of
the US health care system, but must revisit basic questions about who competes in health care,
what they compete to provide, and how that competition can be vigorous and successful.
Health care markets are on the cusp of major changes made necessary by persistently rising
health care expenditures, limitations on government’s long-term fiscal capacity, and the
recognition that established patterns of financing and delivery have wasted money and
shortchanged quality and safety. Market changes are being accelerated by the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA), but are not dependent on that law alone.
In the United States, legal oversight of competition is accomplished primarily through
antitrust law. Antitrust law consists of a small number of federal statutes that authorize the US
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Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, as well as private litigants, to seek
sanctions against parties engaging in anticompetitive practices.3
The United States has seen itself as fostering a private, competitive model of health care
delivery, rather than the model of government sponsorship through national health insurance that
has prevailed in most of the developed world. In fact, this contrast is less stark than it seems, as
public purchasing and public regulation have heavily influenced the dimensions and performance
of competitive health care markets for decades. In particular, the longstanding fragmentation of
health care delivery among both health professionals and health care facilities, and the lack of
connection between those two critical sectors, largely came into being and has been perpetuated
by government regulation and payment policies
Integration, bundled and episodic payment, and accountability for outcomes through both
incentives and transparency are now widely discussed and expected among policymakers and the
educated public. Yet antitrust enforcement practices, particularly those involving hospital
mergers and other forms of consolidation, continue to emphasize per-service bargaining between
health care providers and managed care organizations.
Insurer-provider bargaining emerged in the 1980s, accelerated in the early 1990s, and
eventually became a marketplace fixture. Its dominance, however, corresponds with a quiescent
period for innovation in health care delivery. Spanning roughly from the beginning of the
managed care backlash in the late-1990s to the ACA’s passage in 2010, these years of broad
provider networks and fee contracting are often considered to have failed consumers.
During this same period, however, the Federal Trade Commission and the US
Department of Justice revisited antitrust enforcement efforts from the 1990s that had been
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stymied by public and judicial distrust of managed care and relative comfort with community
hospitals and medical professionals. Retrospective reviews of markets in which transactions
suspect on antitrust grounds nonetheless had been allowed to proceed suggested that bargainedfor prices had increased and promised efficiencies did not materialize.
Today, the entities setting competition policy seem determined not to be fooled again.
Yet their analytic framework is based on past practices, not current trends. The enforcement
agencies’ initial pronouncements about accountable care organizations, for example, were very
sensitive to anticompetitive risk and strayed minimally from pre-existing policies.4 Instead, the
evaluation under antitrust law of consumer harm from consolidation and restructuring should be
a forward-looking inquiry, particularly in heavily regulated sectors such as health care where
prevailing market conditions do not reflect a private competitive equilibrium and regulatory
developments continually change the dimensions and dynamics of competition.
Antitrust law therefore must develop analytics that anticipate and accommodate future
competitive processes in health care. An effective competition policy must integrate both market
and regulatory governance. In the merger context, this requires more nuanced application of the
market definition, market concentration, merger specificity, and efficiencies provisions of the
2010 horizontal merger guidelines. For antitrust enforcement generally, this requires a general
framework for understanding the dimensions of competition that require the most encouragement
4
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in health care, and for analyzing regulatory influences on market structure, conduct, and
performance in health care that fall short of conferring formal immunity from antitrust oversight.
Public regulation coexists with competition in many industrial sectors, yet the interaction
between the two governance regimes has seldom been a focal area for competition policy. As
the United States embarks on a necessary yet controversial reinvention of its health care system,
it is essential to document how the history, structure, performance, and regulatory framework of
the health care influence and are influenced by antitrust law.
Extensive regulation is a fact on the ground in health care. Modern hospitals took shape
through regulation, and regulation determines to a very large degree which patients have access
to hospitals, the quality of care they receive, and the cost of that care. .
•

Medicare and other public health insurance programs are essential to understanding how

hospital markets function
•

Regulation defines the competitive role of private health insurers, and influences how and

how much hospitals are paid.
•

Regulation defines the relationship between hospitals and physicians.

•

Regulation guides the conduct of nonprofit hospitals.

•

Regulation largely determines the baseline number of hospitals, challenging conventional

assumptions about market concentration
Although health care reform is now under way – the Affordable Care Act having
survived both constitutional and political challenges – much antitrust enforcement in the merger
context remains based on simple narratives from recent history. Imagine a town in which
customers prefer a choice of more than one hospital, and where two of three existing hospitals
have decided to merge. If these are large, presently successful organizations, it might seem they
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have no legitimate business reason to combine. If there are only two competing hospitals left in
the market, moreover, perhaps they will be able to extract higher prices for their services when
they negotiate contracts with their apparent customers, private health insurers. The proposed
merger, therefore, is likely to be viewed by the antitrust enforcement agencies as creating a
significant threat of anticompetitive behavior and resulting harm to consumers.
This entirely plausible story may be wrong. Existing market structures reflect a complex
history of professional and governmental intervention in health care, not a competitive market
equilibrium, and the style of price negotiation currently prized by US competition authorities
represents a transitory phase in health policy that has not produced clear benefits to consumers.
Through shifts in public payment and oversight such as the ACA, the regulatory environment is
giving clear signals that a major reshaping of hospital markets is necessary and is imminent.
These regulatory developments do not create "state action immunity" from antitrust law under
established legal precedents, but they are nonetheless extremely relevant to any competitive
analysis. Hospitals in medium-sized markets today are facing major changes in demand for their
services, in the form and amount of payment available for those services, in the customers who
will purchase their services, and even in the very definition of what constitutes their services.
Hospitals and physicians who are paying attention to the direction of health policy
understand that expectations of them are evolving rapidly, that they are poorly positioned to
fulfill their new responsibilities, and that notwithstanding their past successes they must either
change or fail. Recent years have brought the realization that health care in the US is not superior
to other countries. The overall quality of care we provide is average, and is plagued by shameful
amounts of error, inattention, and waste. Our clinical technologies remain marvels, but we
deploy them with appalling mediocrity.
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Hospital markets in particular have been productively inefficient because of piecemeal
fee-for-service payment, lack of coordinated production, and an overhang of government
subsidies that promoted overinvestment in expensive acute care to the detriment of communitybased prevention and disease management strategies. Innovation, itself an important competitive
outcome, has neglected improvements in the organization of care delivery and the achievement
of verifiable health outcomes at the individual and population level in favor of a proliferation of
off-the-shelf diagnostic and therapeutic technologies.
It seems likely that consumer welfare in health care markets can be increased by
reconfiguring provider and payer competition. However, forcing provider markets to remain
artificially fragmented because of conventional antitrust analytics may reduce competitors’
incentives and ability to achieve scale economies, accurately measure their clinical performance,
offer services jointly with physicians, and accept forms of payment that reward productive
efficiency, including safety and quality improvement that ultimately reduces demand for hospital
services.
As incentives and organizational structures change, privileging insurance company
“purchasers” also may oversimplify the market role of health insurers and other intermediaries,
potentially mistaking sellers for buyers and buyers for sellers and disadvantaging true consumers
of health services. In many instances, moreover, providers in more concentrated markets may be
better able to invest in community health and disease prevention, which are essential to longterm cost control and continued affordability of care. Competitive effects analysis in health care
therefore should focus on a proposed transaction’s potential to improve cost-efficiency and
measurable quality of care in a highly regulated industry where most consumers pay in whole or
in part with government dollars and where the terms of regulation are evolving rapidly.
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This article will offer a three-part critique and analysis of applying antitrust law to
today’s health care markets, with potential application to other industrial sectors with substantial
but changing regulation. Part I of the article will describe the paradox created by applying
standard antitrust analysis to a health care system in the throes of regulatory change, using the
limited but timely and important example of hospital mergers. Part II of the article will explore
the challenges of defining competitive goals in a market that has proved unable to determine its
own goals, not only for hospital and other facility-based services but also for areas such as
community-based medical care, health care financing, health information technology, and
pharmaceuticals. Part III of the article [when completed] will review the existing framework for
antitrust analysis in regulated industries and recommend ways in which antitrust enforcement
agencies and courts might better account for the changing health care regulatory environment.
II

TENSIONS IN HOSPITAL MERGER ENFORCEMENT
Mergers are only one aspect of competition, and hospitals are only one possible set of

merging parties. Nonetheless, the treatment of hospital consolidation in current antitrust
enforcement policy offers a useful lens for examining the complex issues that competition policy
in health care presents. Hospitals (and physician organizations) appear to be experiencing a
wave of consolidation last seen in the early 1990s. Antitrust law played an important role during
that period, and is likely to do the same today.
Former Supreme Court Potter Stewart once quipped that the sole consistency he could
detect in litigation under Section 7 of the Clayton Act was that the government always won.5
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From the late 1980s through the early 2000s, DOJ and FTC lost seven consecutive challenges to
hospital mergers.6
Why did the government lose? Although the challenges conveyed a clear picture when
seen from the economics-driven middle ground of conventional merger analysis, the image
evaporated both higher up and lower down. Seen from high ground, the cases seemed
backwards. In the prevailing narrative of the time, nonprofit hospitals were good guys even if
they happened to be sellers, managed care organizations were bad guys even if they happened to
be buyers, and the government should not be helping the latter against the former.7 Down in the
weeds, within “markets” that were really communities, the merging hospitals enjoyed a high
degree of trust, including from the businesspeople who sat on their governing boards and who
were also in some sense buyers of health care.8 Moreover, in the much less sophisticated market
that existed then for economic expertise in antitrust litigation, the defendants were able to create
enough noise in the data to disrupt the evidentiary base for a finding of anticompetitive effect.
Geographic and product markets turned out to be contestable,9 and even substantial increases in
concentration might not harm consumers.10
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During the 2000s, while the government litigators were licking their wounds and very
little of interest was happening in the delivery of health care, economists at the federal
enforcement agencies and a larger number of nonpartisan academic researchers stepped in to
study both the markets involved in these cases and the more general relationship between
provider consolidation and price/quality characteristics. Much of this work was collected by the
Synthesis Project funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, which published a report in
2006 and an update in 2012.11
Following its own post-merger analysis of the Evanston market, the FTC’s Bureau of
Competition filed an administrative action to challenge the transaction five years after it had
been consummated.12 In 2005, an administrative law judge concluded that the merger should be
unwound13, but on review the full Commission declined to order divestiture although it agreed
the merger was anticompetitive.14 More recently, the FTC succeeded in obtaining both a
preliminary injunction in federal district court and an ALJ determination of anticompetitive
effect in connection with a hospital merger in Toledo, Ohio, and a preliminary injunction against
a proposed merger in Rockford, Illinois involving some of the same hospitals that it had
previously reviewed in the 1980s and 1990s.15 It would appear that the tide has turned once
again in favor of close scrutiny of hospital consolidation.
The narrative had changed as well. Managed care had been defanged, and was no longer
considered a public menace. Rather than be seen as limiting choice and rationing care for their
11
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own economic benefit, health insurers retreated to the far less threatening role of signing
contracts with all the hospitals in a community and negotiating “discounted” rates for each
service. Once broad provider networks became standard, hospitals started to bargain back.
Because health insurance premiums continued to rise, it seemed that hospitals – particularly the
larger, “better” ones – must have as much or more bargaining power than insurers (who in fact
did not always have strong incentives to drive hard bargains).
For purposes of the analysis in this article, it is sensible to accept the findings of the
RWJF Synthesis Project as correct, as contained both in the Project’s review of underlying
research and in its interpretations of those findings. However, the Project is a product of its
times, and speaks mainly to the effects of health care consolidation between the Clinton
administration’s abortive health care reform effort in 1993-94 and the passage of the Affordable
Care Act in 2010. Few of the research studies it cites, moreover, derive clear consumer benefit
from lack of US hospital consolidation beyond the routine ascription of increased consumer
welfare to reduced prices. As the Institute of Medicine has attempted to quantify, American
health care is so routinely wasteful that is it difficult to regard pricing changes alone as evidence
of substantial improvement.16 The exceptions in the Synthesis Project review of research are
studies of the mortality effects of competition among UK hospitals. However, these were
performed in connection with a newly implemented administered pricing scheme by the NHS
that also incorporates other elements of accountability, and may not apply as strongly to
hospitals in the US. This article therefore regards the Synthesis Project and the research it cites
as a launching point for discussing the performance and legal governance of future health care
markets in response to substantial regulatory change.
16
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This discussion is intended to demonstrate that the analytical approach to hospital
mergers that failed in court in the 1990s – often for unjustifiable reasons – is still not the right
approach today. Two forces are at work. First, those analytics ignored some deep pathologies in
health care markets. Second, to put it simply, times have changed. That does not mean that the
current wave of hospital (and physician) consolidation is benign, or that antitrust enforcers
should lighten their hand. It does suggest, however, that competitive analysis going forward
should be based on somewhat different assumptions and should develop somewhat different
tools.
A. Health Care Regulation.
A herd of elephants stalks the competitive landscape, particularly with respect to
hospitals, which competition policymakers cannot ignore. The herd represents public regulation
of health care, including federal (Medicare) and state (Medicaid) payment policies as well as a
host of substantive restrictions and requirements imposed by both levels of government. The
elephants have been foraging for generations, but after 20 years of relative stability the herd has
begun to dramatically change its behavior and direction. In towns and cities across the country,
policies set by government divorced from antitrust law shape the competitive terrain, largely
dictating how hospital competition occurs, which parties it involves, what dimensions it
emphasizes, and whether it succeeds or fails in generating economic benefits for consumers.
For over a century, health care in the United States was placed largely under the control
of the American medical profession, which itself was granted extraordinary privileges to regulate
its own clinical and economic conduct.17 Very little of the regulation adopted under this
paradigm promoted competition, and antitrust law seldom policed unregulated activity either.
Medical professional activity slowly became subject to federal antitrust law as the financial
17
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stakes grew. However, over fifty years elapsed between the passage of the Sherman Act and its
application to the American Medical Association’s overt exclusionary policies and it was not
until well after the enactment of Medicare that specific transactions involving health
professionals became targets for antitrust enforcement.18
There is general consensus among health policy experts that a competitive health care
system is socially desirable. But any competitive analysis must recognize that the existing health
care system, particularly modern acute care hospitals, took shape under conditions of medical
professional control approved by government, not market discipline. Regulation determines to a
very large degree what patients have access to hospitals, the quality of care they receive, and the
cost of that care. Hospitals’ relationships with physicians are guided by regulation,19 as are their
relationships with insurance companies. So are the services they provide and the revenues they
earn.
Much as government regulation of health care has heavily influenced market structure
and performance in the past, changes in that regulation will influence market structures and
performance in the future. For example, recent CMS directives in connection with the
Affordable Care Act call for cost reductions and greater coordination between hospitals,
physicians and ancillary care providers in order to meet critical demand for health promotion,
disease prevention, chronic care management, and successful treatment of episodes of illness.20
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The federal antitrust agencies are aware of, and cautiously cooperating in, these changes in
federal health law and policy. For example, the Federal Trade Commission delivered a prepared
statement in December 2010 to the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives
regarding health care reform describing its intention using antitrust enforcement to lower prices
and foster innovation through competition.21
However, neither the FTC nor the US Department of Justice has systematically assessed
the environment in which health care competition occurs. The 2010 FTC/DOJ Horizontal
Merger Guidelines instruct antitrust oversight agencies to scrutinize the realities of competition
in actual markets and not merely rely on conceptual paradigms, whether structure-conductperformance models or game-theoretic ones, for how competition might or might not happen.22
Yet the Guidelines use far less regulated industries than health care to illustrate their analytic
points.23
The regulatory environment is not a defense to anticompetitive conduct under the
antitrust laws except in rare cases where Congress impliedly repeals those laws or states adopt
structured alternatives to competition that qualify for “state action” immunity.24 But the
regulatory environment is always relevant to where and how competition occurs.
B. Baseline Market Conditions
One reason why antitrust enforcement authorities regard proposals for hospital mergers
as a potential departure from market optima is that they treat the current number and size of
costs and enhance quality of care. Stuart Guterman et. al, Innovation in Medicare and Medicaid Will be Central to
Health Reform’s Success, 29:6 HEALTH AFFAIRS 1188, 1188–89 (2010).
21
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22
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available at http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/guidelines/hmg-2010.html [hereinafter Merger Guidelines].
23
See, e.g., id. at § 4 (providing examples relating to, among other markets, markets for the sale of motorcycles and
glass containers).
24
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hospitals in a community as a natural outcome of market competition. To the contrary, existing
hospital markets did not result from private competitive processes, but are constructed
environments in which competition has been channeled into particular structures and dimensions
by government subsidies and restrictions. Hospitals have been artificially subsidized by the
government for decades in both their capital investment and their ongoing operations. Even in
smaller communities, relatively large hospitals often have proliferated because of federal
government policies. Without Hill-Burton funds, tax-exempt bond financing, and Medicare costplus and capital cost reimbursement, small and medium-sized communities would have built
fewer and smaller hospitals.
Recent hospital merger enforcement appears to view hospital markets entirely through a
late 1990s lens. At that time, Clinton health reform had failed, public payers were not
innovating, and private insurers seemed to be succeeding by inducing hospitals to compete
against one another on price through what was then a novel process of selective contracting.
That was possible because hospitals had built up capacity in response to government subsidies
and cost-unconscious insurance payment practices, but that capacity was no longer required or
rewarded by the market. The same forces that built excess capacity also caused hospitals to
proliferate in small and medium-sized geographic markets.
Hospital consolidation today represents a renewed search for efficient numbers and scale
not seen since the introduction of Medicare DRGs shocked hospitals into rethinking their
business models in the early 1980s. Absent specific evidence that particular hospitals are able to
exercise market power and motivated to do so, challenging mergers in medium-sized markets
that are consolidating on the basis that they are making it harder for a few private insurers to
price bargain is like looking for a lost coin under a lamppost just because the light is better.
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Instead of looking at markets that have the biggest problems, one may be inventing problems in
markets that happen to be easy to look at. It will often be possible to define relatively narrow
product and geographic markets and to show relatively high market shares and large changes in
concentration whenever one in three or one in four hospitals ceases to operate as an independent
business, 25 but one also needs to produce hard evidence that preventing that consolidation will
benefit consumers.
For example, current financial condition is a flawed predictor of future success. Existing
market concentrations are not sustainable because the external subsidies that have supported
them are disappearing. In light of these financial realities, for example, it seems unlikely that
smaller communities can continue to support several independent acute care hospitals offering
the same services. Forced fragmentation through antitrust enforcement may prevent these
hospitals from adapting to new conditions and could accelerate their financial stress and increase
their risk of eventual failure. The Titanic was a magnificent ship, but it was still sailing directly
at an iceberg.
To the extent that expectations of, and constraints on, health care providers are becoming
more clearly established, it seems shortsighted to consider current evidence of financial stress as
a prerequisite to restructuring that might improve the chance of future success. It may be
appropriate for middle-class individuals to “spend down” assets in order to qualify for medical
assistance through Medicaid, but it makes less sense for antitrust law or government antitrust
enforcement agencies to impose a similar requirement on hospitals. To the contrary, it may be
disadvantageous to patients and destructive to communities if nonprofit hospitals are forced to
squander valuable assets.
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C. Inertia and Change.
The FTC has cautioned in its public statements not to “ignore the lessons of the last
quarter-century” regarding market power and health care costs.26 However, the FTC cites the
complex history of hospital markets selectively, focusing on a transient phenomenon of fee-forservice discounting to large health insurers by hospitals with redundant capacity. In its
successful enforcement action in Rockford, Illinois, for example, the FTC argued that “the
merger would still harm competition … as health plans would have greater leverage playing
three hospital systems off one another rather than merely two.”27 This purchasing dynamic
reflects only a small portion of the recent health care past, and it is not representative of the
future.
The years between the unsuccessful Clinton reform effort and the enactment of the
Affordable Care Act generated few innovations in health care financing or delivery, or in its
associated regulation. Negotiating discounts on per-service fees became the modus operandi of
private insurers during the 1990s, creating the appearance of short-term gains but doing little to
benefit consumers in terms of cost reduction or quality improvement over the longer run. As a
result, a major transformation is under way to create very different hospital markets in the 2010s.
To understand this direction, more information about the history of health care spending is
necessary.
In order to gain critical support from organized medicine, Medicare as enacted in 1965
had several features predisposing to overspending: a pledge of noninterference with medical
practice, repayment of hospitals’ reported costs plus a reasonable profit margin and capital cost
allowance, separation of hospital coverage from physician coverage (who were to be paid their
26
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customary and prevailing fees), and claims administration by familiar private carriers and fiscal
intermediaries, mainly Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans. Within a few years, the federal
government realized that it had grossly underestimated the dollar costs of this generosity as both
prices and utilization of services rose rapidly, but the structural damage was already done.
Beginning as early as 1972, for example, Congress set in motion a series of increasingly strict
penalties for “fraud and abuse,” but these have served as much to deter potentially efficient
contractual affiliations between physicians and hospitals as to meaningfully reduce unnecessary
care.
The Nixon administration seriously considered universal health coverage legislation
based on California-style health maintenance organizations and an employer mandate.28
Ultimately, Congress passed only the Federal HMO Act of 1973, which allowed what was to
become private “managed care” to gain a foothold in mainstream employer-based coverage
nationally but did not systematically alter the cost trajectory of the health care system or curtail
the expansion of the hospital sector or the proliferation of costly new technology.29
In the 1970s, the United States flirted with “health planning” at the national level in order
to counter the economic extravagance that was increasingly associated with the construction or
expansion of hospitals and their acquisition of expensive technologies that were subsequently
overused. Most states adopted Certificate of Need (CON) laws during this period, a few of
which remain in effect.30 Many states also adopted rate-setting systems for hospitals as part of
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their health planning efforts, nearly all of which have since been dismantled.31 The national
health planning effort stalled when President Reagan was elected in 1980, as a general
deregulatory ideology took hold and improving financial incentives in specific transactions took
precedence over centralized capital controls.
Hospitals’ incentives for efficiency improved sharply in 1983, when Medicare terminated
cost-plus reimbursement for most hospitals and instituted prospectively determined case rates
based on diagnosis (DRGs). This forced hospitals to seriously examine their cost structures for
the first time, and brought them into potential conflict with physicians over excessive length of
hospital stay. Financial management of community hospitals became professionalized, clinical
coding of patients’ diagnoses and treatments assumed much greater strategic importance, the
home health industry was created, and the hospital sector underwent a wave of consolidation
aimed at reducing excess inpatient capacity revealed by the new Medicare reimbursement and
payment methodologies. Overall health care costs failed to stabilize, however, as technologically
sophisticated care was shifted to the outpatient sector, where fewer cultural checks on overuse
existed, and the economic recovery sapped further reforms of motivation and support.
The recessionary period of the early 1980s was also a wake-up call for the Medicaid
program, which was expanding in scope at the federal level as new needs were identified but
which was presenting fiscal challenges for strained state budgets. Also in 1983, California
repealed its prohibition on selective contracting between non-HMO health plans and hospitals in
order to allow its Medi-Cal program to bargain for lower per diem rates in exchange for
assurances of volume. Other states followed, ultimately creating through revised regulation the
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insurer-hospital bargaining process that sits at the heart of the FTC’s concerns in the recent wave
of hospital consolidation.
Following another recession in the early 1990s, President Bill Clinton’s election renewed
interest in national health reform along the Nixon lines of managed care with standardized
benefits and an employer mandate. Large, unionized employers were very supportive initially
because their workforces were aging, health care costs continued to increase, and accounting
rules had changed to require disclosure of their contingent liability for retiree coverage.
Comprehensive reform failed politically, however, and government abandoned its leadership
position on health care reform. This opened an opportunity for private managed care
organizations, most operating through contractual networks of providers, to fill the vacuum using
aggressive cost containment strategies such as preauthorization of hospital admission and certain
procedures, concurrent review of the necessity of continued hospitalization, selective
contracting, primary care gatekeeping, and offering physicians financial incentives to reduce
care. For the first time since the 1960s, a generation of for-profit hospitals became major
players, many nonprofit Blues plans and a few prominent nonprofit hospitals converted to forprofit status, and a variety of new intermediary organizations such as physician practice
management companies sensing the upside potential from a stock market boom entered the fray.
The “managed care revolution” of the 1990s paid lip service to the serious need for
delivery system reform that health services researchers and health policy experts had by then
identified. It turned out, however, that it was much harder than expected to alter clinical
behavior in a system so thoroughly rooted in physician control and so devoid of objective
accountability.
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Moreover, the broader public had minimal understanding of the underlying problems and
no interest in allowing “evil HMOs” to tell their doctors what to do and, more importantly, what
not to do should they be seriously ill. By the late 1990s, the majority of states and the federal
government had legislated not progressively but regressively, pandering to the popular backlash
against managed care with “patient protection acts” that mainly protected physicians. Several
states also adopted “any willing provider” or “freedom of choice” laws, which limited the ability
of managed care organizations to design tightly managed provider networks.32 When the dust
settled, pretty much the only accomplishment the managed care industry could cite publicly was
its ability to bargain for discounted fees with health care providers, and the main goal of
providers was to hold their own in these negotiations. All in all, this was a disappointing end to a
decade that began with high hopes of expanded access, reduced cost growth, and a better overall
quality of care.
D. Medicare and Other Public Health Insurance Programs
Product markets in hospital merger cases are usually defined based on purchases made by
private health insurers and other private parties. Although public purchasers pay administered
rather than negotiated prices, massive government investment in health care renders any analysis
of competitive outcomes that focuses only on private market transactions misleading. Indeed, a
majority of the roughly $3 trillion that flows annually through the health care system is public
money, once one adds to Medicare and Medicaid local charitable spending, federal subsidies for
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biomedical research and education, and the tax expenditures associated with nonprofit health
care organizations and not treating employer-sponsored health coverage as earned income.
Although health care prices and aggregate costs have been rising at rates sufficient to alarm
politicians and policymakers since the 1930s, the enactment of the Medicare and Medicaid
programs in 1965 markedly accelerated those economic trends, with hospital care consistently
being the largest component of health spending. As a result, considerable effort has been
expended over the past 47 years attempting to modify the regulatory environment for Medicare
in order to reduce cost growth, expand access, and maintain or improve quality.
For reasons of both politics and policy, these regulatory changes more closely resemble a
punctuated equilibrium than a process of gradual evolution.33 There are periods of regulatory
inaction, during which private entities that survived the preceding round of policy change
transact business under prevailing rules and incentives. At other times, dramatic alterations of
Medicare policy (and, to a lesser extent, Medicaid policy) forced hospitals and other health care
providers and suppliers to reconfigure and private employer-sponsored health coverage
subsequently adjusted to the new regulatory terrain. The United States is currently approaching
such a discontinuity in regulation and payment, with profound implications for hospital markets.
Public policy, led by the Affordable Care Act and the Medicare program’s related commitment
to Accountable Care Organizations and medical homes, is shifting away from fee-for-service
payment for professional piecework and toward bundled or global payment for measurable
improvements in health outcomes. Competition to accomplish the latter is fundamentally
different from competition to supply the former.
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Medicare is the dominant payer for a majority of hospitals in the United States, and will
become even more important as the population ages. Other public purchasing will also be
increasing in prominence over the next few years because of the Affordable Care Act, which
includes a dramatic expansion of the Medicaid program. Beginning in 2014, any individual
whose income does not exceed 133 percent of the Federal Poverty Level will be eligible for
Medicaid, with the incremental covered population almost but not entirely funded with federal
dollars.34 State Medicaid programs are already under severe financial strain.35 As a result, the
ACA’s expansion of the eligible population represents both a daunting challenge and a necessary
opportunity to reinvent models for delivering health care to economically disadvantaged groups.
Public funding has always come with strings attached. Sometimes, laws explicitly
prohibit health care providers from conducting private business differently from public business,
such as the broad restrictions on financial transactions that are imposed on parties by the fraud
and abuse laws governing federal health programs.36 More generally, hospitals design their
clinical and financial workflow to comply with the rules and respond to the incentives
established by Medicare or Medicaid, and private payers routinely adopt standards and practices
based on government benchmarks.37
Because Medicare is an essential funder of nearly all hospitals in the U.S., it serves as a
benchmark for both the amount paid by private insurers and the payment methodology they
34
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employ. Sometimes this occurs because government takes the lead, as in the Medicare PPS
(DRG) system, which was tested at the state level and then adopted federally.38 At other times, it
occurs because government, for political or pragmatic reasons, models its practices on those
already in place in the private sector, as with the adoption of Medicare in 1965. Regardless,
private insurers, including those negotiating with the merging hospitals, often employ (in
addition to discounts off “charges” for certain services) a mix of payment approaches based on
government programs, such as explicit percentages of Medicare DRG payments, or per diem
rates similar to those used by Medicaid. For this reason, it is virtually certain that as Medicare
changes its payment approaches, private insurers will pursue similar purchasing strategies.39
Because of government payment policies and associated regulation, prices for hospital
care and other medical services have long departed from the norms of competitive markets. This
fact alone has serious adverse consequences for efficiency. In the early 1930s, $4 bought a night
in the hospital, and hospitals apologized to patients for surcharges of a few cents necessitated by
“new state and federal regulations.” Succeeding decades brought a rapid expansion of Blue
Cross plans run collectively by hospitals to assure their solvency during the Great Depression,
separation of hospital service plans from insurance coverage of physicians’ fees, pass-through
reimbursement of charges by indemnity insurers with legal restrictions on selective contracting
in many states, federal Hill-Burton funding for hospital construction linked to charitable care
obligations, federal tax subsidies for employment-based health insurance that further attenuated
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price-consciousness, and the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid. For its first 15 years of
existence, Medicare paid hospitals on a cost-plus basis, with separate funding streams for
operating and capital expenses, before shifting in 1983 to a prospective payment system per
admission with fixed fees based on patient diagnosis and phasing out additional capital support.
The overall effect of this regulatory environment has been to disaggregate hospital care
into the smallest possible units of service, promote rapid adoption of new technologies and
freeze their prices at high initial levels, encourage hospitals to incur reportable and therefore
reimbursable costs, and create an equally stylized set of “charges” of uncertain relationship to
reported costs. In aggregate terms, moreover, hospital prices were poor predictors of overall
hospital spending because the volume of services – which included both the decision to
hospitalize and the intensity of treatment once hospitalized – remained under the discretionary
control of physicians who were subject to an entirely different set of financial and non-financial
incentives.
E. Health Insurance
Recent antitrust enforcement proceedings have analyzed interactions between
commercial health insurers and hospitals as simple negotiations between buyers and sellers to
purchase medical services at agreed upon, “discounted” fees. That is an oversimplified view that
narrowly reflects the contracting practices of the last fifteen or so years, a period devoid of major
regulatory innovation, and disregards the direction clearly set for the future of the Medicare and
Medicaid programs by the Affordable Care Act.
Taking a longer view of health care markets, commercial insurers are not ordinary buyers
of medical services. Private health insurers are purchasing intermediaries, not actual consumers
of health care. They package care both paid for and used by others, and look out for their own
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economic interests. They have strong incentives to maintain their existing market role and
business practices. Many are for-profit organizations facing limited competitive pressure.
Whether to comply with regulation or to avoid controversy, many health insurers avoid direct
participation in clinical care and focus their attention on negotiating fees for conventional
services. In many markets, hospitals have discounted fees to the largest private health insurers
but have neglected for measures that could move overall costs down, such as investing in
innovative approaches to community health.
Antitrust enforcement, therefore, must be based on more than the notion that hospitals (or
other health care providers) should organize and operate themselves so as to require the least
additional work from commercial insurers. Insurers are at best buyers' agents, at worst selfinterested middlemen. It will undoubtedly be easiest for insurers if each community has several
wonderfully equipped hospitals that are under-utilized and willing to cut the price of everything
from what it required to be paid under current contracts. Massive public subsidies for health care
from World War II through the 1990s created conditions of hospital overcapacity that promoted
discounting, but they are neither natural nor sustainable. Going forward, real buyers (employers
and employees, individually insured persons, and patients) will want the best value in health
care. They will not want insurers to do business as usual, obtaining steeper discounts from
hospitals that they may or may not pass along to their customers, while overall health care costs
continue to climb.
Much of the business of “managed care organizations” is not even true insurance, in that
they bear little risk of loss because they administer coverage for self-insured employers or base
their premiums on highly predictable annual group “experience.” Functionally, they could as
reasonably be regarded not as buyers from hospital systems but as in competition with those
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systems to arrange for comprehensive health care at affordable prices. Arranging for
comprehensive health care through owned or contracted providers was the expected role for
health maintenance organizations from the 1970s into the 1990s, and is a likely outcome of the
current move toward Accountable Care Organizations and similar models of coordinated
services with bundled or global payment. Before managed care devolved into insurer-provider
bargaining toward the end of the 1990s, for example, hospital companies such as Humana
developed or acquired insurance businesses, which they operated alongside their provider
businesses as a vertical integration strategy. After the public backlash against that generation of
managed care, integration receded as a corporate goal and the insurer and hospital businesses
were separated again, for fear that unaffiliated hospitals (who had gained influence) would
decline to do business with an insurer connected to a competitor.
The future of health insurance beyond claims processing is uncertain. Among other
things, the Affordable Care Act mandates the establishment of health insurance exchanges across
the country to broker coverage for individuals and small employers.40 Health plans participating
in these exchanges will operate under very different rules from current health plans, as by
offering standardized products that include “essential health benefits” and complying with a
blanket prohibition on medical underwriting.41
F. Hospital-Physician Relations
Although inpatient services are an important consideration in market concentration
analysis, considering them in isolation is an inaccurate way to conceptualize the product that
health care systems will be expected to deliver in the future under planned payment and
accountability models. What will be produced is health care (and even actual health, at least to a
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much larger degree than currently). To produce health care efficiently, much more of it will be
delivered outside of the traditional acute care hospital, whether in conventional ambulatory sites
or at more innovative locations distributed throughout the community.42 Inpatient hospital
services will not be purchased in isolation of these other services, because doing so has proved
both too costly and insufficiently effective. These changes are already under way, particularly
efforts to avoid readmissions and to substitute outpatient for inpatient care more generally.43
In recent enforcement proceedings, the FTC has claimed that Accountable Care
Organization models such as Medicare’s Pioneer and Shared Savings Programs envision only
“vertical” integration between hospitals and physicians and not “horizontal” consolidation of
hospitals.44 This mischaracterizes the physician-hospital relationship and shortchanges the
potential efficiency gains from new financing and delivery models. Because U.S. hospitals have
a self-governing medical staff, which is generally required for Joint Commission accreditation,
most physicians are legally separated from hospitals but functionally placed within and among
them through voluntary affiliation.
Physicians and nonprofit hospitals would have a very different economic relationship in
the absence of regulation. For most of the past half century, physicians have been hospitals’ de
facto customers because hospital utilization and revenue generation depend on physician
decision-making. A physician (not an insurer) has almost always been the patient’s “buying”
42
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agent for hospital care. This dynamic has had deleterious effects on the productive efficiency,
cost-effectiveness, and aggregate expense of medical care, particularly in communities with
several competing hospitals. It is reasonable for patients to rely on their primary care physicians
for guidance on when hospitalization is necessary and for referral recommendations. The
problematic aspect derives from the proliferation of community hospitals in the United States in
emerging towns and cities across the country as populations migrated and grew. Most of these
hospitals were founded through private philanthropy, and adopted “open” medical staff models
that allowed not only primary care physicians but also medical specialists in independent office
practice to admit patients to the hospital, treat them using the hospital’s technology and staff, and
bill separately for the services rendered. This arrangement, which predisposes to high medical
spending but does not improve quality, exists only in the U.S. and Canada. Elsewhere, specialist
physicians are typically hospital employees and community practitioners lack hospital privileges.
Several inflationary consequences flow from American physicians’ unique prerogatives
to use hospital resources. First, hospitals have been obligated to compete not merely for
admissions, but for the allegiance of physician specialists. That has led to the duplication of
expensive technology that must then be overutilized in order to justify its purchase. Second,
specialist physicians have been able to remain in undercapitalized solo or small group practices
with inadequate information systems and idiosyncratic practices because much of their capital
costs are being funded by hospitals. Third, co-production of medical care within hospitals has
been inefficient because independent physicians are treating patients with insufficient
coordination among themselves or with the facility. Fourth, physicians being courted by
hospitals have had reduced incentives to avoid hospitalization and to care for patients in less
expensive settings.
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In several states, including California and Texas, the corporate practice of medicine
doctrine limits direct employment of physicians by other entities, making more difficult the
seamless co-production of medical care by health professionals and health facilities working
together.45 More importantly, separate streams of third-party insurance payment
(“reimbursement”) flow to facilities and to health professionals, a partition established in the
early days of health insurance because of hospitals’ greater need to assure payment for serious
illnesses and physicians’ resistance to corporate control in any form. In order to blunt the
AMA’s opposition to “socialized medicine,” Medicare replicated this division of payment. As a
result, hospitals and physicians are seldom financially aligned in their clinical or managerial
decisions.
In the last few years, employment of physicians by hospitals has grown rapidly in states
that permit it.46 This will undoubtedly alter the traditional role of physicians as patients’ buying
agents for hospital services and prompt a regulatory adjustment, much as occurred after managed
care organizations instituted primary care physician gatekeeping and strict preauthorization
requirements to constrain and channel hospitalization. Still, even the employed physician’s
contribution to patient care is not exactly an input for the hospital’s output, nor is the hospital’s
contribution exactly an input for the physician’s output. Even hospitals that employ substantial
numbers of physicians are just beginning the process of truly integrating those physicians into
their financial and clinical operations. The best one can say is that physicians and hospitals
remain generally non-exclusive co-producers of many medical services. Hospital and physician
45
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services are indeed “complementary,” but coordinating them more efficiently will require
substantial additional changes to hospital structures as well as to physician affiliation and
employment practices.
Accountable Care Organization proposals contemplate these co-producers working
together more efficiently because of greater transparency, stronger accountability metrics, and
better-designed incentives. Such proposals correctly endorse competition among ACOs in
communities that can support more than one ACO, but do not simply assume that each existing
hospital in a community will draw primary care physicians into orbit around it and survive on the
specialized business they refer. That model failed in the early 1990s, when managed care
organizations instituted crude “gatekeeping” requirements to reduce direct access to physician
specialists and hospitals responded by building satellite clinics and acquiring primary care
practices to keep the patients coming. Instead, all the health care providers participating in
ACOs, including hospitals, specialist physicians, and primary care physicians, will need to
radically rethink their assumptions about how best to organize themselves to care for patients
efficiently and effectively.
In recent litigation, the FTC separated markets for inpatient hospital services from
markets for primary care physician services in alleging the likelihood of harm to consumers from
the merger of two hospitals with employed physicians.47 This product definition has a
superficial appeal because of the long history of fee-for-service “reimbursement” with
independent billing for professional and facility fees in both outpatient and inpatient settings. But
it fails to capture the intent of Medicare’s new care and payment models, which place a heavy
emphasis on community-based prevention and management of chronic disease – the dominant
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source of medical need in the United States today – to reduce the frequency of inpatient acute
care.48 When acute care is needed, these models require it to be provided in a tightly coordinated
fashion under common financial incentives that reward success in achieving cure or stabilization
and not merely effort.49
Medicare’s new programs rely on health care providers to accomplish these objectives for
Medicare beneficiaries, not a massive expansion of Medicare Advantage plans coordinated by
private insurers. These providers are expected to develop, and to deliver to patients, novel
products that restructure and replace conventional notions of what medical services are bought
and sold. These examples might include health management systems that integrate health care
expertise with chronic patients’ everyday activities through electronic health records and
environmental monitoring, fully warranted acute care that offers a full course of treatment and
follow-up care from an interdisciplinary team of health professionals and facilities for a single
price, and personalized medicine resources that use genetic information about individual patients
to assess risks and potential benefits and enable the creation of customized preventive and
therapeutic strategies over each patient’s lifetime.
G. Nonprofit Hospitals
Empirical studies of markets that concentrated during the 1990s suggest that, contrary to
the beliefs of some judges hearing antitrust challenges to mergers, nonprofit hospital can both
acquire and exercise market power to the detriment of consumers.50 For example, there appears
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to be no systematic relationship between the fee-for-service prices charged by hospitals and their
status as charitable or proprietary entities.51 Nonetheless, the goals of nonprofit hospitals, and
their consequent behavior, may be markedly different from those of their commercial
counterparts, particularly those that are publicly traded. Nonprofit hospitals may eventually
become true patient care businesses, but their roots are as community resources and physicians’
workshops.
Economists have described nonprofit hospitals as “output maximizing” in their “objective
function,” capturing the idea that nonprofit hospitals seek to deliver as many medical services as
possible without jeopardizing their solvency.52 Nineteenth century hospitals were entirely
charitable, serving the poor without charge but, consistent with the medical science of the day,
providing little beyond compassion and comfort. The development of modern surgery made the
hospital useful to paying as well as indigent patients, but nonprofit hospitals (whether
longstanding civic institutions or hospitals with religious affiliations) retain strong senses of
mission and identity, are governed by community boards that value reputation above revenue,
and by and large have adopted modern management techniques through necessity more than
ambition.
The behavioral expectations of nonprofit hospitals are captured, albeit imperfectly, by
state and federal tax and corporate law. Nonprofit hospitals must be organized and operated
exclusively for charitable purposes, may not distribute earnings to private parties, and must
provide community benefit through activities such as serving the poor, maintaining an open
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emergency department, and allowing community physicians to join their medical staffs.53 Most
importantly, nonprofit corporations are legally obligated to reinvest revenues in operations rather
than paying them as profits to owners.54 The prohibition on private shareholding also implies that
nonprofit hospitals need only support current operations and repay long-term bondholders from
revenues in order to survive, and need not meet short-term earnings targets or impress the public
equity markets with rapid growth, as would be true of for-profit hospitals. In recent years,
moreover, community benefits and other indicia of nonprofit performance have been made more
tangible through detailed reporting requirements (e.g., Section 9007 of the ACA) and, in some
states, specific quantitative minima.55
These constraints on the profit-seeking behavior of nonprofit hospitals have been a mixed
blessing for U.S. health policy. Nonprofit hospitals have helped maintain access to unprofitable
services, but have also catered excessively to the preferences of physicians on whom they
depend for admissions. Nonprofit hospitals have contributed massive amounts of
uncompensated care, but have failed to avert far more massive inefficiencies in the production of
hospital services, the assurance of clinical quality and safety, and the coordination of care with
other providers and settings.
In sum, hospital consolidation and related anti-merger activity does not present a linear
story line of consistent enforcement, self-serving defenses, and previously misguided judges who
now see the light. The regulatory underpinnings of the US health care system have complicated
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the analysis of mergers past, and the likelihood of major changes in health care regulation make
conventional merger analysis even less reliable going forward.
III

HEALTH REFORM AND THE FUTURE OF COMPETITION
Health care reform, including improved competition, greater productive efficiency, and

enhanced consumer value, is no longer optional for the United States. Health care cost growth
has never been intuitive to average Americans, who focus on out-of-pocket spending until
serious illness hits, and then are overwhelmed. However, historical trends in overall health care
costs are not sustainable, and as President Richard Nixon's economic adviser Herbert Stein
famously said, "If something can't continue forever, it will stop."
Experts agree that rising health care spending is no longer merely the price of scientific
progress or the consumption preference of a prosperous and powerful nation, as in the 1980s.
Nor is it primarily a choice between accepting inequity or accepting higher taxes and associated
bureaucracy, as in the 1990s. It has become a hard constraint on public money available for
other critical needs, such as education, a drain on employment compensation that crowds out
cash wages, and a long-term threat to the fiscal stability of the United States. Opponents of
reform deride the Obama administration’s claim to pursue deficit reduction through health
reform, but health care remains the only sector in which achievable efficiencies yield savings
exceeding full percentage points of GDP.
Consumer welfare can be greatly increased by reconfiguring health care delivery –
particularly with respect to hospitals, which consume the largest slice of the health care dollar.
Consumer welfare is based on the total cost of providing care, not prices for individual services.
This is not merely a matter of averaging loss leaders with cash cows. Unlike a supermarket’s
customers, shoppers for health care do not simply select items of service, some inpatient and
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others outpatient, to place in their carts. Rather, inpatient care and community-based outpatient
services will represent two parts of an efficient supply chain for avoiding and treating illness on a
comprehensive basis. People may desire more fruit, or meat, or cookies; they never want more
inpatient hospitalizations. Similarly, service volume is misleading as an indicator of market
output in health care markets because past incentives have rewarded volume over quality and
efficiency. Many individual services purchased on behalf of consumers waste resources without
reducing mortality or morbidity.
For example, there are huge efficiency gains to be realized when health care delivery
systems, under pressure from Medicare, finally learn to regard inpatient hospitalization as a cost
center and not a profit center. This requires reversing the incentives that have long promoted
overbuilding and overinvestment in expensive acute care technologies to the detriment of
community-based prevention and disease management strategies. Preliminary efforts in a similar
direction occurred in the early 1990s, but the failure of health reform followed by a political
backlash against managed care stopped the momentum.
A. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
The political impetus for a new vision of competition based on clinical outcomes and
value-for-money is the passage of the Affordable Care Act in 2010, which despite continued
controversy over its implementation represents the successful culmination of a 100-year effort to
universalize health coverage in the United States. But the conceptual impetus is even more
powerful and less contingent: the realization that American medical care is not superior to that in
other countries. To the contrary, the cost of U.S. health care is outpacing both our wealth and
any measure of value it provides, while our basic health indicators lag the developed world.56
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One reason for this poor performance is that innovation, an important competitive
outcome, has neglected improvements in the organization of care delivery and the achievement
of verifiable health outcomes at the individual and population level in favor of a proliferation of
off-the-shelf diagnostic and therapeutic technologies that are not welfare-enhancing in the many
instances when they are improperly deployed. Antitrust enforcers assert a desire to preserve
innovation through competition, but the most important innovations in health care delivery will
focus on better ways to deploy new technology, not just the technology itself, and will require
both acute care consolidation and integration between hospitals and physicians.
The Affordable Care Act includes or references the following programs and requirements
that are intended to reinvent and improve health care delivery. Some operate through rules;
others operate through incentives. Some affect hospitals and health care providers directly;
others influence providers indirectly through health insurance or other industry subsectors.
a. Essential Health Benefits57
b. Zero cost-sharing for US Preventive Services Task Force A or B-rated services58
c. Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) (comparative effectiveness
research)59
d. Independent Payment Advisory Board (Medicare)60
e. Accountable Care Organizations (Medicare Shared Savings Program)61
f. Patient-Centered Health Homes (Medicaid)62
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g. Bundled (episodic) payment pilot for acute and post-acute care63
h. Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMI) to test new, budget-neutral
models for care delivery and provider payment64
i. Hospital value-based purchasing program (Medicare pay-for-performance)65
j. Expanded Medicare Hospital Quality Reporting Initiative66
k. Expanded Medicare Physician Quality Reporting Initiative67
l.

Independence at Home demonstration to avoid hospitalization (Medicare)68

Although it is unlikely that all of these programs will be implemented as enacted, the
ACA is sufficiently developed and aligned with industry trends that it is fair to say that health
care system has come to a crossroads and has embarked down a new path. [EXPLAIN THE
ALIGNMENT WITH INDUSTRY TRENDS IN A PARAGRAPH WITH CITATIONS]
This is particularly true for the hospital sector. Hospital competition going forward will
be very different than it was in the 1990s. The overall intent is to reduce the tendency of
fragmented insurance coverage, payment incentives, and health care delivery structures to work
at cross-purposes in terms of aggregate cost and quality. For hospital care, this means creating
strong inducements, both financial and organizational, to avoid expensive inpatient care and, if it
becomes necessary, to provide it as safely and cost-effectively as possible.69 Despite many
uncertainties associated with implementing the ACA, these changes by and large are not
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speculative. They are consistent not only with the new law, but also with other federal programs
and policies and with the business plans of many large employers and private insurers.
It is likely that public payers once again will be the major drivers of market performance.
Hospitals configure their business operations to meet the needs of their principal customers,
which are Medicare and other government programs, regardless of whether pricing is
administered, negotiated, or bid competitively. This happened after Medicare PPS (DRGs) was
implemented in the early 1980s, as well as when state Medicaid programs adopted selective
contracting later that decade. It will happen again with the adoption of newer payment methods,
collaborative structures (e.g., ACOs, medical homes) and quality benchmarking practices. This
reconfiguration of the hospital sector will be beneficial to patients as the ultimate consumers, and
will improve the products and quality-adjusted pricing available to private health insurers. Over
the longer term, price will be lower and quality higher for individuals with private health
insurance if hospitals structure themselves to meet the new demands of public payers than if they
do not.
Both public and private payers will demand different products from hospitals, such as
bundled hospital and physician services for episodes of illness and comprehensive management
of the health of nearby populations. Moreover, hospitals will only be able to deliver these
products and be paid for them if they can measure and report their performance and the
performance of their associated physicians and other health professionals.70 In the Marshfield
Clinic case (7th Cir. 1995), Chief Judge Posner defended the Clinic’s size and scope on the
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grounds that smaller providers would be “competing to provide horse-and-buggy medicine.”71
Similarly, a standalone hospital today that is unable to combine its services with those of
physicians or adopt new organizational structures and information systems would be competing
to provide overly expensive, insufficiently effective “20th century medicine,” not the highquality, cost-effective health care needed in the 21st century.
Although choice will remain an important dimension of quality in health care, the political
settlement following the managed care backlash favoring very broad but largely unmanaged
provider networks given the appearance of affordability through price discounting is not a sound
model for the future. The economic boom of the 1990s and early 2000s collapsed, but health
care costs continued to climb. As a result, broad-network HMO products with minimal costsharing – which were common in the late 1990s – are now unaffordable and, in most markets,
unavailable. The choices today are either non-HMO insurance products with substantially
increased cost-sharing by enrollees, or narrower HMOs in which care is more tightly managed.
The latter option is making a market comeback. The newer generation of managed care plans
also includes intermediate forms, such as tiered networks with differential cost-sharing.
B. The Need to Channel Competition
Proposing a competition policy to promote particular changes in health care may seem
counterintuitive. Competition usually determines its own goals. Rational buyers seek low prices
for what they want, and what they want depends on how they weigh price against non-price
characteristics such as quality, variety, and convenience. Rational sellers aggregate and respond
to these preferences, and in turn make similar requests of their suppliers. Often gradually, but
sometimes suddenly, the nature of what is bought and sold changes as the result of innovation in
supply and/or demand.
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For the reasons discussed above, health care does not work this way. Buyers and sellers
are separated by layers of intermediaries who influence what is bought and sold as well as the
price paid. Users of health care are seldom choosers of health care, and even less often bear the
costs. Prices are simultaneously extravagant and muted. Government represents both the largest
purchaser of health care and the most significant constraint on health care transactions, with its
payment and regulatory functions seldom aligned. Some parts of health care are astonishingly
innovative (e.g., how to keep preterm babies alive) while others are not (e.g., how to deal with a
sprained ankle on a Sunday). And the American medical profession continues to cast its long
shadow over the health care economy, cloaking the peculiarities of its basic economics in
expertise and ethics.
Antitrust law and regulated industries are not strangers. Health care regulation is so
layered and ingrained, however, that the most straightforward accommodations antitrust analysis
makes to regulation – state action and implied repeal – are seldom available to guide
enforcement. States seldom clearly articulate and actively supervise regulatory regimes that
supplant competitive processes (all-payer rate setting and certificate of need laws being vestigial
counterexamples), nor does Congress often deliberately substitute federal regulation for
marketplace competition (patent protection for biomedical innovation being a counterexample).
On balance, one would have to say that government policies in health care have tended to
facilitate the acquisition and abuse of market power, but one would also have to say that this has
been fortuitous rather than planned. Throughout the past century, moreover, government, the
profession, and the public have all embraced the ideal of competition as appropriate for health
care, even as they supported policies that undermined it. This is certainly the sentiment
expressed in the Affordable Care Act, notwithstanding its alleged socialistic tendencies.
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In practical terms, this state of affairs suggests a two-step approach to competition policy
in health care as the US implements health care reform. The first step, which is explained in the
remainder of this section, is to specify the most desirable dimensions for health care competition
now and for the next several years. The second step, which is reserved for Section IV, is to
connect those dimensions to antitrust doctrine and antitrust enforcement procedures.
C. “Cheaper, Quicker, More Reliable”
In the vast majority of sizeable markets for products or services, competition reduces
price, increases timeliness of access or use, and improves reliability. Accordingly, achieving
those three competitive goals are mainstays of industrial engineering. Health care markets, by
contrast, have typically regarded such very ordinary objectives with disdain or embarrassment.72
Competition policy needs to overcome this resistance and restore normalcy to the first-pass
criteria for what makes a product “better.”
Prices. Above all, sellers of health care need to compete on price. In the course of
competition, prices should be known to individual buyers in advance (something that seems
obvious but often is not the case for health care), should be transparent to buyers as a group, and
should tend to the uniform (i.e., be less variable or discriminatory).
Safety and standardization. Beginning in the first round of widespread managed care in
the 1990s, scholars and policymakers have worked energetically toward measurable, transparent
quality of care. These efforts, while laudatory, largely presuppose a tradeoff between price and
quality that has seldom characterized the health care system in operation. Quality metrics remain
important to competitive (and noncompetitive) mechanisms for improving health outcomes, but
taking the longer view it is hard to escape the conclusion that price competition is more
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important. Quality is most practically incorporated into competition in terms of keeping patients
safe while they receive care and ensuring that the care they receive meets standards for substance
and process (and “warranting” additional cost if safety lapses or service delivery strays from the
expected). Uncertainty is a fact in medicine, but evidence is compelling that more variability
and injury in care arises from uncontrolled than from uncontrollable processes of care.
New entry. Quicker, cheaper, more reliable health care will only happen if new ideas
constantly enter the market. Competition from unaccustomed sources is therefore to be
encouraged. This means lowering barriers to entry, including regulatory and self-regulatory
approval to treat (e.g., licensing rules, scope of professional practice restrictions, facility
certification). It also means developing and enforcing standards for interoperability of systems,
and reducing the cost of contracting between new and existing market participants.
D.

Products that Work
Surprisingly, many health care services provided in this country do not meet patients’

needs. A recent report from the Institute of Medicine estimated annual waste in the health care
system of $750 billion.73 This includes substantial amounts of overpriced and ineffective care.
A premium for health care competition is to generate products and services that do people clear
good and are priced accordingly.
Efficient Acute and Complex Care: A large amount of waste occurs within hospitals or in
connection with the treatment of serious illness. The long history of cost-insensitive third-party
payment has made health care facilities much more cognizant of their revenue streams than of
their cost structures. These payment streams generally reward additional days or units of
services regardless of demonstrated benefit. At the same time, production models for acute or
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complex, facility-based care typically place physicians in independent, loosely supervisory roles
rather than as part of integrated and experienced teams.
Competition to provide these services needs to emphasize focused, reproducible care that
is delivered in service units that correspond to patient benefit. For this reason, new delivery
models typically contemplate the receipt of bundled, episodic payment. “Bundled” usually refers
to a single payment that encompasses both the professional (physician) and facility (hospital)
components of conventional “reimbursement” systems, thereby rewarding care in which
individuals with complementary skills work together in technologically advanced practice
settings. “Episodic” refers to payment not for each service, but for a sustained period of time, a
full course of illness, or a definitive (and typically effective) treatment. The days of legally
sanctioned but poorly planned and uncoordinated services “ordered” from hospitals by
physicians acting as patients’ cost-insensitive purchasing agents should be behind us.
Community-based basic care and health promotion. Americans are far less healthy than
our wealth suggests.74 Basic medical care and health-protective services are seldom accessible
even when they are affordable. Better delivery models would distribute these functions widely
across communities and embed them in the daily, routine activities of people who need not be
labeled as “patients” in order to be served. Compared to the acute care setting, the community
setting also presents unexploited opportunities to allow consumer preferences and associated
behaviors to evolve in a more healthful, lower-cost direction.
Consumer choice around acute and complex care probably requires more structure than at
present, likely achieved through organized, insured payment. By contrast, choice of basic care
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and health promotion should be more flexible, with a larger range of professional and nonprofessional skills and service setting, and with less insurance involved. Competition for these
services therefore should promote personal engagement with health on the part of the consumerpatient (e.g., through cellphones) and less expensive, more accessible one-on-one care
relationships.
Insurance that adds value. Health insurance is ubiquitous but the value it adds is
increasingly in doubt. Underwriting risk has receded for the majority of health insurers, either
because that function can be performed at lower cost by government (e.g., Medicare) and large
employers or because laws such as the ACA limit insurers’ actuarial role. Instead, much health
insurance business is the provision of administrative services: managing enrollment, verifying
eligibility, contracting with health care providers, and processing claims. In the future, health
insurers must compete to offer discrete products with clear purposes, whether these consist of
risk management, care coordination, price-brokering, health information stewardship, health
promotion services or something else.
The unequal distribution of illness, its unpredictable timing, and the high cost of care
make insurance an inevitable if not always beneficial attribute of the health care system. If
conventional insurance recedes in importance as health care markets evolve under health reform,
it will nevertheless be important to anticipate and address other ways in which the unequal
distribution of illness may complicate competition. Examples include preventing profiteering in
connection with urgent care or life-threatening illness, managing care for individuals with
multiple chronic or complex conditions, and supporting reserve capacity so that day-to-day
production decisions can be made with lean inventory and flexible staffing.
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Even competition channeled into these directions will not fully address the needs of the
health care system. For example, geographic dispersal of patient populations remains
challenging whether in connection with sprawling suburbs and exurbs, for single-provider towns,
or for provider-less rural areas. Other challenges arise from the need to fund access, charitably
or otherwise, for patients who cannot afford service. Still others relate to individual medical
services that may be compromised in the process of market restructuring, such as women’s
health care in consolidated markets dominated by Catholic health care providers. But products
and services that do what they are supposed to do more quickly, cheaply, and reliably would be a
substantial improvement.
IV.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ANTITRUST ANALYSIS AND ENFORCEMENT IN HEALTH

CARE
[This concluding section will survey the current doctrinal and practice landscape and offer
suggestions for a more effective competition policy in health care. It will include discussion of
how recent changes in the antitrust enforcement process may have perverse consequences for
competition policy.]
A. Antitrust and regulation
a. State action
b. McCarran-Ferguson and other express/implied repeal
c. Patent-antitrust interface
d. Trinko, Kartell and regulatory effects on competition policy
e. Regulation of health care skills, geography, quality, and payment
B. Investigation
a. Triggers
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b. Third-party interviews
c. Economic models
C. Litigation
a. Discovery
b. Third-party subpoenas
c. Expert witnesses
d. Private antitrust enforcement (facilitating and constraining doctrines)
D. Identifying the market
a. The product (insurance, bundles, etc.)
b. The geography
c. Formal definition (for mergers, unilateral vs. coordinated effects analysis)
d. Identifying buyers and sellers
E. The competitive process
a. Price and non-price competition (including constrained dimensions)
b. Bargaining (e.g., “must-haves,” tiering)
c. Information sharing, information restraint, and standardization
d. Horizontal and vertical agreements (inputs, scale, scope)
e. Efficiencies
F. Concentration
a. Barriers to competitive entry
b. Exclusionary conduct (e.g., contracts referencing rivals)
c. Exclusivity and bottlenecks
d. Dominance and single-producer markets
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e. Asset exit

G. Competition advocacy
a. Myths around price-quality tradeoffs
b. Industrial production rather than unfettered physician discretion
c. Health care as dynamic terrain of contestable markets
V.

CONCLUSION [TO COME]

Allocative efficiency and productive efficiency in health care markets.
Dynamic efficiency (innovation)
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